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Cool, imho, you can’t see all movies you
want (and every movie you want is in HD for

free anyway - it’s free to download them
anyway), so what’s the point? When I Google

for “watch online movies online free,” the
top hit is FastDownload. It has a 7-day free
trial, so I’m going to give it a try (I’m not

going to invest any time or money on a free
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trial, so it’s just a free, 7-day trial). pul>
Dear Sir/Madam, I need a video player which
can play unlimited number of mp4, 3gp, mkv
formats in HD, off which I can download all
the files and play them offline anywhere

anytime of the day. But, I will not be able to
download any streaming web player, as I do
not want to pay any extra for downloading

any kind of streaming media player. I want a
free video player (that is internet video

player) that will play unlimited number of
formats. Any suggestions and please let me

know if you have any suggestions to help me
in this matter. Regards, "Anurag bhatti".
pul> Cool, imho, you can’t see all movies
you want (and every movie you want is in
HD for free anyway - it’s free to download

them anyway), so what’s the point? When I
Google for “watch online movies
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pdfQ: How to replace a string in a text-file by
another string with PHP? What I have: A list

of phone-numbers. What I need: A list of
phone-numbers. What I tried: $string =
file_get_contents('phone-numbers.txt');
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$string = str_replace($string, "", " ");
file_put_contents('phone-numbers.txt',

$string); Is there a better way to do this? A:
You could use something like this to replace

the space with anything except new line:
$string = str_replace($string, " ", " "); And

then do the same to replace it back: $string
= str_replace($string, " ", " "); A: There are

several problems with what you're doing. 1 -
file_get_contents returns a string, the result
of the file search. That's why the $string var
contains a string. 2 - str_replace expects its
first argument to be a variable, not a string.
3 - You don't see errors, which you should.
Try displaying $string, you should get the

contents
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